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Lam-Tung relation breaking in Z boson production as a probe of SMEFT effects
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The violation of Lam-Tung relation in the high-pℓℓT region of the Drell-Yan process at the LHC
presents a long-standing discrepancy with the standard model prediction at O(α3

s) accuracy. In this
Letter, we employed a model-independent analysis to investigate this anomaly within the framework
of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT). Our findings revealed that the leading
contributions from SMEFT to this violation appear at the 1/Λ4 order with O(αs) accuracy in QCD
interaction. Notably, we demonstrated that the quadratic effect of dimension-6 dipole operators,
associated with the Z boson, dominates the breaking effects induced by various dimension-6 and
dimension-8 operators. This provides a compelling explanation for the observed discrepancy with
the Standard Model predictions at the LHC without assuming other new physics operators, and
thereby offers the potential to extract valuable information about the underlying physics at the TeV
scale.

Introduction. The dilepton angular distributions in
the Drell-Yan process at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) directly probe the polarization effects of the gauge
bosons Z/γ⋆ and can provide key information of the elec-
troweak interactions between gauge bosons and fermions
in the Standard Model (SM) and beyond. The well-
known Lam-Tung relation for the angular coefficients
A0 = A2 [1–3], derived from the angular distributions
of lepton pair, is a crucial observable in the analysis of
the subtle QCD and electroweak effects. This relation
can hold up to O(αs) in perturbative QCD under the
leading twist approximation, and is a consequence of the
spin-1/2 nature of the quarks at the tree-level, and vec-
tor coupling feature of spin-1 gluon to quarks at O(αs)
accuracy [1–3]. It has been demonstrated that the break-
ing of the Lam-Tung relation can be emerged due to the
non-coplanarity between the hadron plane and parton
plane [4], which can occur at the O(α2

s) and beyond in
perturbative QCD. The breaking effects of this relation
were confirmed by both the ATLAS [5] and CMS [6] col-
laborations at a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 8 TeV.

However, the experimental values show a significant de-
viation from the prediction of the SM at O(α2

s) in the
high-pℓℓT region [5], where pℓℓT denotes the transverse mo-
mentum of the lepton pair, and a systematic deviation
is still observed compared to the O(α3

s) predictions for
pℓℓT > 50 GeV [7]. Despite the inclusion of additional
electroweak corrections, their effects still cannot resolve
this long-standing issue in Drell-Yan process [8]. How-
ever, nonperturbative effects, such as the contributions
from higher twist [9] and parton transverse momentum
effects [10–12], could be a potential source of the ob-
served anomaly in the Lam-Tung relation. Therefore,
the study of this observable in the Drell-Yan process is
widely regarded as a crucial avenue for delving into the
fundamental properties of QCD.

In this Letter, we present the first investigation into
the possibility that the anomaly in the Lam-Tung rela-
tion from the high-pℓℓT region at the LHC is attributed
to new physics (NP) beyond the SM. With no hint of
any new heavy particles at the LHC, the best strategy
to search for NP effects is to use the standard model
effective theory (SMEFT) to systematically parametrize
the ignorance of UV physics [13, 14]. Our investigation
reveals that the breaking of the Lam-Tung relation first
occurs at the O(1/Λ4), with Λ representing the scale of
the NP. This implies that the linear effects of dimension-
6 (dim-6) operators do not contribute to this violation
up to the O(αs) accuracy. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that the quadratic effects of dim-6 dipole operators, asso-
ciated with the Z boson, can exert a substantial impact
on the breaking of the Lam-Tung relation, surpassing the
influence of the quadratic effects of other dim-6 opera-
tors and linear effects of dim-8 operators. Furthermore,
these effects are prominent not only around the Z-boson
mass region, but also in the high-invariant mass region
of the lepton pairs due to the additional momentum de-
pendence of the dipole interactions, distinguishing them
from the nonperturbative effects in QCD [9–12]. Con-
sequently, the clear deviation from the SM prediction of
the Lam-Tung relation around the Z-pole may hint for
the existence of dim-6 dipole operators from the NP.

Angular coefficients. The angular distributions of the
leptons in the Drell-Yan process can be expanded using
harmonic polynomials together with dimensionless angu-
lar coefficients Ai in the Collins-Soper (CS) frame [15],

dσ

dpℓℓT dyℓℓdm
2
ℓℓ d cos θdϕ

=
3

16π

dσ

dpℓℓT dyℓℓdm
2
ℓℓ

{(
1 + cos2 θ

)
+

1

2
A0

(
1− 3 cos2 θ

)
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+A1 sin 2θ cosϕ+
1

2
A2 sin

2 θ cos 2ϕ+A3 sin θ cosϕ

+A4 cos θ +A5 sin
2 θ sin 2ϕ+A6 sin 2θ sinϕ

+A7 sin θ sinϕ} , (1)

where θ and ϕ represent the polar and azimuthal angles
of the lepton in the CS frame, and yℓℓ and mℓℓ denotes
the rapidity and invariant mass of the lepton pairs, re-
spectively. Due to the orthogonality of the Pl(cos θ, ϕ)
polynomials, the angular coefficients Ai can be obtained
by taking the moment of the corresponding polynomial,

⟨Pl (cos θ, ϕ)⟩ =
∫
Pl (cos θ, ϕ) dσd cos θdϕ∫

dσd cos θdϕ
. (2)

Therefore, the angular coefficients A0 and A2 are ob-
tained as follows:

A0 = 4− 10
〈
cos2 θ

〉
, A2 = 10

〈
sin2 θ cos 2ϕ

〉
. (3)

The lepton angular distribution can also be expanded
in the center-of-mass (CM) frame of the lepton pairs, and
the differential cross-section for the Drell-Yan process,
after including SMEFT effects up to order 1/Λ4, can have
the following form,

dσ

dΩ
= a cos θ̂ + b cos2 θ̂ + c cos3 θ̂ + d , (4)

where θ̂ denotes the angle between the negative charged
lepton and the incoming quark in the CM frame. It has
been demonstrated that θ̂ in the CM frame can be ex-
pressed in terms of the observables θ and ϕ in the CS
frame [4]. This relationship is given by,

cos θ̂ = cos θ cos θ1 + sin θ sin θ1 cos (ϕ− ϕ1), (5)

where θ1 and ϕ1 are the polar and azimuthal angles of
incoming parton in the CS frame, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
By substituting the above relation into Eq. (4) and uti-
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FIG. 1. The Collins-Soper frame, with planes of parton, lep-
tons and hadrons causing the angular relation of eq. (5).

lizing Eq. (3), we can express the angular coefficients A0

and A2 with the general cross section coefficients a, b, c, d
as follows,

A0 =

〈
2(d− b) + 4b sin2 θ1

b+ 3d

〉
,

A2 =

〈
4b sin2 θ1 cos 2ϕ1

b+ 3d

〉
. (6)

When the parton plane and the hadron plane coincide,
i.e., ϕ1 = 0, which is referred to as ”coplanarity” and
can be maintained up to O(αs) accuracy, the A0 − A2

relation becomes simple,

A0 −A2 =

〈
2
d− b
b+ 3d

〉
. (7)

Hence, the breaking of Lam-Tung relation can occur for
the coplanarity case with b ̸= d or the non-coplanarity
case (i.e., ϕ1 ̸= 0). This implies that the cross section
from the SM up toO(αs) does not violate this relation, as
indicated by the qualitative analysis in Eq. (7), owing to
b = d. Consequently, the leading violation of A0 = A2 in
the SM would originate from the non-coplanarity effects
of hadron and parton planes, characterized by ϕ1 ̸= 0,
which can be induced by the perturbative QCD interac-
tion at O(α2

s) and beyond [16] or by the nonperturbative
effects arising from the intrinsic transverse momentum
of the incoming parton [10–12]. However, even with the
inclusion of the most precise theoretical calculations in
the O(α3

s) accuracy [7] and the NLO electroweak cor-
rection [8], the ATLAS data at the high-pℓℓT region still
cannot be described by the SM. To address this discrep-
ancy, in this Letter, we demonstrate that this anomaly
in angular coefficients of the Drell-Yan pairs could be
explained by the inclusion of the electroweak dipole op-
erators of the Z-boson at O(αs), with ϕ1 = 0, and their
physics effects can be clearly distinguished from the non-
perturbative QCD effects.

Lam-Tung relation breaking in the SMEFT. The
lagrangian that contributes to the neutral Drell-Yan pro-
cess in SMEFT up to O(1/Λ4) is given by:

LSMEFT = LSM + Ldim-6 + Ldim-8. (8)

In the notation of Ref. [14], there exist five types of op-
erators at the dim-6 level that are relevant to our study,
i.e., Ldim-6 = LX2φ2 + Lψ2Xφ + Lψ2φ2D + Lψ2φ3 + Lψ4 .
The effects of these dim-6 operators on the kinematic dis-
tributions in the Drell-Yan process have been extensively
studied in the literature [17–19], and the contributions
from dim-8 operators have been included in Refs. [20–23].
It has been demonstrated that the effects from operators
in LX2φ2 , Lψ2φ2D, and Lψ2φ3 only lead to an overall
shift in the couplings of the SM, and cannot contribute
to the violation of the Lam-Tung relation in the copla-
narity case, i.e., up to O(αs) accuracy. Therefore, we do
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not explicitly consider them here. The four-fermion op-
erators are much more complicated and can be divided

into two subsets O
(1)
ψ4 and O

(2)
ψ4 . We define the O

(1)
ψ4 as

the operators that can interfere with the SM while the

O
(2)
ψ4 cannot. It is evident that O

(1)
ψ4 takes the form of

ψ̄iγ
µψiψ̄jγ

µψj , which can be interpreted as an operator
derived from integrating out a heavy gauge boson. As a
result, these four-fermion interactions will resemble those
in the SM and will not violate the Lam-Tung relation up
to O(αs) accuracy either. The remaining four-fermion

operator O
(2)
ψ4 and the dipole operators in LX2φ2 may

contribute to the Drell-Yan process at O(1/Λ4). We will
demonstrate below that their effects can lead to a vio-
lation of A0 = A2 at O(αs) accuracy in high-pℓℓT region,
corresponding to the coplanarity case. The dim-6 opera-
tors can only violate the Lam-Tung relation at O(1/Λ4),
which are the quadratic effects from the following oper-
ators:

Lψ2Xφ =+ q̄Lσ
µν

(
CuBBµν + CuW τ

IW I
µν

) φ̃

Λ2
uR

+ q̄Lσ
µν

(
CdBBµν + CdW τ

IW I
µν

) φ

Λ2
dR

+ ℓ̄Lσ
µν

(
CeBBµν + CeW τ

IW I
µν

) φ

Λ2
eR + h.c.

L(2)
ψ4 =

4GF√
2

{
CLedQℓ̄

i
LeRd̄Rq

i
L + C

(1)
LeQuε

ij ℓ̄iLeRq̄
j
LuR

+C
(3)
LeQuε

ij ℓ̄iLσ
µνeRq̄

j
LσµνuR + h.c.

}
,

(9)
where qL(ℓL), uR, dR and eR represent the left-handed
quark (lepton) doublet, right-handed quark, and lep-
ton fields, respectively. Bµν and W I

µν denote the field
strength tensor of U(1)Y and SU(2)L, respectively, and
φ represents the Higgs doublet.

It would be straightforward to qualitatively confirm
the breaking effects by calculating the lepton angular dis-
tribution for the aforementioned dim-6 operators in the
CM frame. It shows that the cross section from the dipole
operators is proportional to cos2 θ̂− 1, which arises from
the Wigner function d11,0. The scalar-type four-fermion

operators in L(2)
ψ4 could be obtained after integrating out

a heavy scalar, corresponding to the s-wave scattering in
the Drell-Yan process, and as a result, it does not de-
pend on θ̂. On the other hand, the scattering amplitude

from the tensor-type operator in L(2)
ψ4 would depend on

the Wigner function d10,0 = cos θ̂. Consequently, these
dim-6 operators could violate the Lam-Tung relation in
high-pℓℓT region at the O(αs) accuracy, as estimated in
Eq. (7).

To make a consistent calculation in the SMEFT frame-
work, up to O(1/Λ4), it is essential to consider the con-
tribution from the linear effects of dim-8 operators to the
A0−A2 relation. Following a similar analysis as with the
dim-6 operators, in line with the discussions outlined in
Ref. [20], it was found that most of the dim-8 operators

do not lead to A0 ̸= A2 at the O(αs) accuracy. Only
seven dim-8 operators with the following form can break
the Lam-Tung relation [24, 25],

O8,lq∂3 = (ℓ̄Lγµ
←→
D νℓL)(q̄Lγ

µ←→D νqL), (10)

where
←→
D µ =

−→
Dµ−

←−
Dµ and Dµ is a covariant derivative.

The remaining operators can be obtained by substitut-
ing the ℓL or qL with the fermion singlets or by inserting
the Pauli matrices σI . The explicit calculation in the
CM frame shows that dσdim-8/dΩ ∼ cos θ̂(cos θ̂ ± 1)2. It
arises from the interference between the Feynman dia-
gram that contains the above operator with its contri-
bution proportional to cos θ̂ × d11,±1, and the SM dia-
gram, whose contribution is proportional to the Wigner
function d11,±1 = (1± cos θ̂)/2. Therefore, the coefficient
d = 0 in Eq. (4) for the aforementioned dim-8 operators,
indicating that the Lam-Tung relation can be broken at
O(αs), cf. Eq. (7).
While numerous dim-6 and dim-8 operators could con-

tribute to the breaking of A0 = A2 in high-pℓℓT region
at the O(αs) accuracy, the dominant contribution to
this violation is expected to come from the dipole op-
erators relevant to the Z-boson, given that the angu-
lar coefficients are extracted in the invariant mass region
near the Z-boson mass. Consequently, the contributions
from the four-fermion dim-6 and dim-8 operators will
be highly suppressed. Or, equivalently, the contribution
from the Feynman diagram with Z-boson dipole opera-
tor to scattering amplitudes will be enhanced by the ratio
(MZ/ΓZ)

2, where ΓZ is the Z-boson decay width. There-
fore, in this paper, we focus solely on the dipole operators
and disregard the contributions of other operators in the
following analysis.

After the electroweak symmetry breaking with ⟨φ⟩ =
v/
√
2, where v = 246 GeV, the dipole operators in Eq. (9)

can be written as

Lψ2Xφ ⊂
v√
2Λ2

[ūLσ
µνuR (CuAAµν + CuZZµν)

+ d̄Lσ
µνdR (CdAAµν + CdZZµν)

+ēLσ
µνeR (CeAAµν + CeZZµν) + h.c. ] ,

(11)
where the coefficients CeA = cWCeB − sWCeW and
CeZ = −cWCeB − sWCeW , with cW (sW ) represents the
cosine (sine) of the weak mixing angle. Similar defini-
tions also apply for CuA, CdA, CuZ , CdZ . By focusing
on the invariant mass region around the Z-pole with
mℓℓ ∈ [80, 100] GeV, we can neglect the contributions
from the photon. Therefore, the cross section from the
NP is solely a function of {CeZ , CuZ , CdZ}.

Numerical results and discussion. We now present
the projected constraints on the dipole operators from
the A0 − A2 measurements in the Drell-Yan process at
the LHC, in accordance with Eq. (3). To calculate the
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breaking effects, we adopt the Gµ-scheme with the fol-
lowing electroweak parameters [26]: Mos

Z = 91.1876 GeV,
Γos
Z = 2.4952 GeV,Mos

W = 80.385 GeV,Γos
W = 2.085 GeV

and Gµ = 1.16638·10−5 GeV−2, along with the CT18NNLO
PDF set[27].

pp⟶ℓ+ℓ-X, yℓℓ inclusive, s =8 TeV

OdZ
OuZ
OeZ
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FIG. 2. The contribution of dipole operators to the difference
of angular coefficients A0 − A2 as a function of pℓℓT in the
region mℓℓ ∈ [80, 100] GeV at

√
s = 8 TeV LHC, with Ci = 1

and Λ = 1 TeV.

Figure 2 presents the predicted A0−A2 from the dipole
operators relevant to the Z boson with Ci = 1 and
Λ = 1 TeV, at

√
s = 8 TeV with the dilepton invari-

ant mass mℓℓ ∈ [80, 100] GeV. The O(α3
s) prediction in

the SM [7] is used as the normalization for the angular
coefficients in Eq. (1). The plot clearly indicates that the
breaking effects induced by those dipole operators could
be significant, suggesting that they could be a potential
source for the observed anomaly in the measurement of
Lam-Tung relation at the LHC.

Next, we conduct a χ2 analysis to constrain the Wilson
coefficients of dipole operators from the ∆ ≡ A0 − A2

measurements at the LHC,

χ2 =
∑
i

(∆exp −∆SM −∆SMEFT)
2

δ∆2
exp + δ∆2

Theo

, (12)

where we sum over the pℓℓT bins. The ∆exp, ∆SM, and
∆SMEFT represent, respectively, the experimental mea-
surements at the LHC, the SM prediction at O(α3

s) ac-
curacy, and the contributions from dipole operators at
O(αs) accuracy for the i-th pℓℓT bin. The δ∆exp encom-
passes the total uncertainty from experimental measure-
ments, including statistical and systematic errors, while
the δ∆Theo corresponds to the scale uncertainty of the
QCD calculation. In this work, we have taken the trans-
verse mass of Z-boson as the canonical scale.

To derive the individual bounds for the dim-6 dipole
operators given in Eq. (11), we consider two scenarios in
this Letter:

68% C.L. individual: Ci
(1 TeV)2

Λ2

Case-I
Case-II

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

CdZ

CuZ

|CeZ|

FIG. 3. The individual bounds for the Wilson coefficients of
dim-6 dipole operators at 68% C.L. with Λ = 1 TeV.

I. ∆exp corresponds to the current ATLAS measure-
ments with regularized data, at

√
s = 8 TeV [5],

incorporating both the theoretical and experimen-
tal uncertainties in χ2 analysis [5];

II. Pseudo-experiments at the
√
s = 14 TeV LHC with

3000 fb−1 (HL-LHC) are conducted with the central
values consistent with O(α3

s) prediction in the SM.
Here, we only consider the statistical error, with
rescaling from Ref. [5].

For case-I, the red lines in Fig. 3 show the allowed range
of the Wilson coefficients of those dipole operators, when
considering them one at a time, at the 68% confidence
level (C.L.) To estimate the goodness of the χ2 analysis,
we calculate the χ2

min/dof for those three operators one at
a time, which are found to be 1.97 for OeZ , 1.09 for OuZ ,
and 1.79 forOdZ . This suggests that the ATLAS data can
be better described by a non-vanishing contribution from
the operator OuZ , which can be easily seen by comparing
the shape of data and those curves presented in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 4, we compare A0−A2 as a function of pℓℓT from the
ATLAS measurements with regularized data (gray band),
the SM prediction at O(α3

s) accuracy (red band), and the
combined prediction from the SM and the dipole operator
OuZ with the fitted CuZ value (blue band), at

√
s =

8 TeV. It is evident that this anomaly in the A0 − A2

measurement could be well explained after including the
contribution of OuZ .
For case-II, we calculate the cross section of the SM

presented in Eq. (1) at
√
s = 14 TeV with O(α2

s) ac-
curacy using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [28] and assume
that the additional correction from O(α3

s) is not sensi-
tive to the collider energy. Specifically, we use the ratio
κ = σ(O(α3

s))/σ(O(α2
s)) presented in Ref. [7] for

√
s =

8 TeV to estimate the O(α3
s) correction at

√
s = 14 TeV.

Updating these results with the exact O(α3
s) prediction,

instead of making the above approximation, of the SM
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pp⟶ℓ+ℓ-X, yℓℓ inclusive, s =8 TeV

ATLAS data (reg.)
SM(αs

3)+OuZ(αs/Λ4)

SM(αs
3)

20 50 100 200 300 400 500
0.
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0.25
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2

FIG. 4. The distribution of angular coefficient A0 − A2 as a
function of pℓℓT at

√
s = 8 TeV LHC. The ATLAS regularized

data [5] (gray band) are compared to the O(α3
s) prediction in

the SM [7] (red band) and the combined prediction from the
SM and the operator OuZ with the fitted Wilson coefficient
in Fig. 3 (blue band).

contribution at
√
s = 14 TeV would be straightforward.

However, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

It shows that even if the experimental measurements
are consistent with the SM prediction in the future,
the measurements of the breaking effects of Lam-Tung
relation would still provide crucial information on the
dipole operators, without assuming other NP effects in
the Drell-Yan process, as indicated by the blue lines in
Fig. 3. These results are comparable to the limits from
the mℓℓ distribution of the Drell-Yan process when one
operator is considered at a time [21]. However, the con-
clusions drawn from mℓℓ constraints heavily depend on
the theoretical assumptions made in the analysis. In con-
trast, the measurements of A0−A2 proposed in this arti-
cle do not depend on other dim-6 and dim-8 SMEFT op-
erators, except for the dipole operators listed in Eq. (11).

Finally, it is important to note that these NP effects
for the A0 − A2 measurements would be prominent not
only when the Drell-Yan pair invariant mass is around
the Z-boson mass, but also become more significant in
the high-invariant mass region of lepton pairs due to the
additional momentum dependence of the dipole interac-
tions. Therefore, to verify these effects and distinguish
them from nonperturbative QCD effects, we strongly rec-
ommend to also measure this relation far away from the
Z-boson mass window. If the new measurements are in-
consistent with the SM prediction, the anomaly in the
Lam-Tung relation around the Z-pole would be a com-
pelling signal of the electroweak dipole interactions, in-
duced by some NP interactions. Furthermore, these NP
effects may also contribute to the fermion g−2 indirectly
and induce sizable transverse spin asymmetry at collid-
ers. Therefore, their effects could be further crosschecked

by low-energy experiments [29], and spin observable at
future lepton colliders [30], Electron-Ion colliders [31, 32]
and heavy-ion collider [33].

Conclusions. In this Letter, we present a model-
independent investigation of the observed anomaly in the
Lam-Tung relation measurements in the Drell-Yan pro-
cess at the LHC. We demonstrate that the leading contri-
bution from the SMEFT to the breaking effects in high-
pℓℓT region arises from O(1/Λ4) at the O(αs) accuracy in
QCD interaction and is dominated by the dim-6 dipole
interactions relevant to the Z boson in the Z-boson mass
window. Consequently, the discrepancy in Lam-Tung re-
lation measurements could be a compelling signal of the
electroweak dipole interactions induced by NP, and this
conclusion is independent of other potential NP effects
in the Drell-Yan process. Furthermore, the NP effects
induced by these momentum dependent dim-6 dipole op-
erators would become more significant when mℓℓ is much
larger thanMZ , allowing them to be clearly distinguished
from the nonperturbative QCD effects, which could also
potentially contribute to the breaking of Lam-Tung rela-
tion.
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